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AIA Ohio
17 South High Street, Suite 200
Columbus, OH 43215

Re: AIA Ohio Gold Medal Nomination of Bruce W. Sekanick, FAIA

Dear AIA Ohio Gold Medal Jury:

Bruce W. Sekanick, FAIA, is a laudable candidate for the AIA Ohio Gold Medal because of his leadership in our profession and the American Institute of Architects. He is an inspiring agent of positive change. Bruce personifies leadership in the AIA first, by his own daily example and second, by enabling others to realize they have a voice, a talent and a duty to serve society through architecture.

I first learned of Bruce’s passionate leadership in Eastern Ohio as an “all hands on deck” collaborative problem solver, while we served together on the AIA Ohio Board. He creates a unique social synergy by helping architects of all ages, experience and cultures to imagine new possibilities in the AIA and their firms. Even during our recent recession, he developed an initiative to help support architects who suffered job loss, while re-engaging others to continue to develop their skills.

Bruce leads the Institute. In recent years, the AIA has faced some significant challenges on a national scale. This is his call to action. Understanding the need to embrace alternatives to the status quo, Bruce championed AIA’s governance change and worked diligently to ensure its success as a member of the Strategic Council Steering Committee. As Chair of the 2016-2020 National Strategic Plan Work Group, he spearheaded the development of the Strategic Plan. His tireless dedication continues as Bruce serves as our 2017-2018 AIA National Secretary.

Bruce leads advocacy and fundraising. Nationally, as Chair of ArchiPAC and a member of the Board Advocacy Committee, his leadership focused the Government Advocacy Committee’s efforts in 2016 to support the approval of the voluntary PAC contribution initiative. The implementation of this initiative provides the AIA with the resources to elevate our positions and strengthen our impact nationally. Here in Ohio Bruce has now brought new leadership and energy to the AIA Ohio Foundation. His leadership is beginning to strengthen, reshape and bring a more visible contemporary relevance to the Foundation as we support the schools of architecture in Ohio.

Bruce leads engagement and emerging professionals. Bruce’s philosophy, to be a “teaching firm”, has enabled his practice to be recognized with the IDP Firm Award. He has used this same philosophy as chair of ArchiPAC, by creating a position on the ArchiPAC Steering Committee, dedicated to emerging professionals. His efforts, his passion and his commitment will continue to secure the engagement of generations of architects to come.

Bruce’s service to the AIA is unique. While he diligently serves the AIA at the national level, he continues his unwavering leadership within the ranks of the AIA. His ability to initiate change and his passion for people strengthens the AIA. His infectious dedication, commitment and participation, elevates the profession of architecture every day. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of Bruce Sekanick, FAIA for the AIA Ohio Gold Medal.

Respectfully submitted,

Sincerely,

Jerry Welker, FAIA
2018 AIA Ohio President

April 25, 2018

Honor Awards Jury – AIA Ohio
17 South High Street, Suite 200
Columbus, Ohio 43215-3488

Re: AIA Ohio 2018 Gold Medal Nomination: Bruce Sekanick, FAIA

Dear Members of the Gold Medal Selection Committee:

As current president of AIA Eastern Ohio, it is my honor to nominate Bruce Sekanick, FAIA, for AIA Ohio’s highest individual honor, the AIA Ohio Gold Medal. Throughout his more than thirty years of service to the AIA, Bruce has enthusiastically worked to elevate the Institute and the profession. Through determined service, he has impacted all who practice within the profession. As the current national secretary, his service and perseverance now provides a direct benefit to all AIA members in the nation.

Bruce is a practicing architect and owning partner of a successful and well-respected firm in Warren, Ohio. Beyond his service to the AIA, Bruce is respected personally by colleagues, clients and employees alike. As a member of AIA Eastern Ohio, Bruce has served on the Board of Directors for more than 25 years. He has been a crucial leader of our local efforts in nearly all aspects of AIA services. Bruce’s efforts extend well beyond the local chapter, as he has demonstrated the same level of dedication, support and enthusiasm to AIA Ohio, the Ohio Valley Region, and AIA National. His aptitude for advancing and elevating others has allowed him to be successful in numerous leadership roles.

Bruce has served on the National Board of Directors, the AIA National Strategic Council, and is currently the AIA National Secretary. His leadership at the national level includes Council Steering Committee, chairman of the AIA National Strategic Planning Task Group and chairman of the AIA National ArchiPAC Committee. While his efforts at the national level are remarkable, he continues to provide steadfast support for AIA Ohio and our local chapters. Bruce continues to support, promote, and help grow the awareness of the Institute and its vital role in both our profession and our communities.

Bruce’s service is unique and his leadership to the Institute and profession is unparalleled. He has selflessly dedicated his time, talent and resources to make the AIA, our profession, and our communities better. I ask that you join me in recognizing Bruce for his outstanding service, commitment, and leadership to the AIA and the profession. Please give Bruce every consideration in your selection for the 2018 AIA Ohio Gold Medal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Steines, AIA
2018 AIA Eastern Ohio President
Bruce W. Sekanick, FAIA is a passionate member who advances initiatives, strengthens engagement and promotes mentorship through a consistent commitment to advocacy and organizational excellence. A servant of the profession, he elevates the impact of the AIA for members and engages others to promote awareness of the value of architecture.

Bruce Sekanick consciously works to elevate the stature of architecture as a champion for the profession. He advocates for the opportunity to have all members be active participants. Bruce continuously develops new initiatives that encourage increased participation and a higher level of individual contributions, advancing the goals of the Institute. He genuinely understands the needs of others and creates shared efforts to identify achievable goals that advance the profession.

Leading the Institute

Bruce passionately serves the profession as a leader at all levels of the AIA. He has led for over three decades in roles that allowed him to contribute to and create a more effective organization, focused on member service. He currently serves as AIA’s national 2017-2018 AIA Institute Secretary. As President of AIA Ohio, he effectively implemented grants and funding for programming to advance the statewide advocacy agenda. These efforts led to his broader focus on the Ohio Valley Region and then nationally, through an appointment to the Board Advocacy Committee. His leadership as a Regional Director advanced necessary change to create a new national governance model. He collaborated with others as an inaugural member of the Strategic Council Steering Committee to define the function and breadth of this new generative body. As Chair of the Strategic Planning Committee, Bruce helped define a new strategic focus for the AIA while ensuring that advocacy, on behalf of the profession and organization, remained a key goal.

Advocacy and Fundraising

Bruce is dedicated to advocating awareness and promoting the value of the profession as a strong proponent of architect participation. Through first local, and then state and regional efforts, he has created an understanding of the need to support state and national PAC efforts. Bruce renewed and developed regional challenges and created a higher level of involvement within states and regions. Recognizing the need and importance of expanding member involvement, he has continued to collaborate with others to advance a voluntary contribution program that places an emphasis on creating greater participation and the potential to more than double ArchiPAC contributions. He continues to pursue this effort as he is championing the effort to modify the voluntary contribution program he initiated from an opt-in option to an opt-out selection. His experience as a leader on the Board Advocacy Committee, and more recently the Government Advocacy Committee, has allowed him to establish relationships at the state and national levels, where he has successfully sought and secured support, through co-sponsorship, of legislation such as the National Design Service Act.

Bruce has demonstrated the impact that individual members can have as advocates of the profession. He has continued his efforts in advocacy through participation at both the state and local levels.

Engagement and Emerging Professionals

Bruce creates an environment that elevates members at all levels of the Institute, emphasizing and identifying with the needs of emerging professionals. He has influenced a new level of participation that encourages members to become contributing participants within both their firms and the AIA. As a recipient of the IDP Firm Award, he has demonstrated that support of future architects is not limited to just large firms. Committed to individual growth and advancement, he has developed programming within his firm and chapter that assists graduates in achieving not only registration, but also recognition for their accomplishments. His efforts have actively engaged members to become leaders within the AIA and their communities. As past chair of the national ArchiPAC Steering Committee, and as a lead participant, Bruce’s steadfast support for advocacy continues through ArchiPAC EPC, a national emerging professionals committee that he, along with a group of YAF and associate members, created to engage younger members in the advocacy process.

Biography

There was never a time that Bruce did not have a passion for architecture. From the earliest years of building small tree houses around his parents suburban Pittsburgh home, to the time spent in drafting and design in high school, Bruce always understood the impact that architecture had on neighborhoods and communities. His understanding and passion grew through the time spent at Kent State University, where he gained not only an understanding of architecture and design, but also found an underlying passion for both urban studies and building codes.

Achieving partnership in a firm just five years after graduation, Bruce has had the opportunity to see the small, now 102 year old community firm expand its reach to now influence design on a national level. Embracing a studio culture of mentorship coupled with the vision of Bruce and his partner, Kim Phillips, AIA, the firm continues to expand its reach and relevance and was identified as an IDP Firm Award Recipient in 2014. A firm believer in advancing graduates to licensure, Bruce has implemented a process that to date, has realized a highly successful rate of licensure for those in his firm who are eligible to sit for the ARE.

Known for his passion for building codes, Bruce served the greater Eastern Ohio area for more than 18 years as a Master Plans Examiner and has served as a resource for codes and code compliance issues with members of the local architectural community. Through the AIA, Bruce has been able to share his experiences and help others, through mentorship, to fully participate in the profession.

From leadership at a small local component to a senior, national leadership position, Bruce has enthusiastically embraced the opportunities to participate and positively contribute to the members of the AIA. He has uniquely served all levels of the organization and his work, dedication and commitment to the organization has had, and continues to have, a substantial impact on the AIA and its members.
Leading the Profession: Leadership within the AIA

Involved in component leadership since 1980, Bruce has focused on advocacy, fundraising and the engagement of membership, including emerging professionals, as key efforts to better the organization. His contributions have, over the past 28 years, positively influenced members, the AIA and the profession. As a leader from a small firm, within a small 64 member component, the impact of his efforts have extended beyond the convenient boundaries of his local chapter to membership nationwide.

AIA National Board of Directors

As a Regional Director, Bruce helped craft a new governance model that continues to change the face of the AIA. Through an intensive two year effort, he helped to maintain and expand leadership opportunities within the organization while focusing the Institute on becoming a more flexible and member focused organization.

- AIA Institute Secretary, 2017-2018
  As AIA Secretary, Bruce continues to advance organizational excellence, implementation of the Strategic Plan and the advancement of member services as part of the ongoing repositioning within the AIA. Through changes made in 2018, the Institute continues to become a stronger and more influential organization.

Chairing the AIA Strategic Plan

Bruce's ability to look forward has allowed him to understand and help craft the path of the AIA's future. As Chair of the 2016-2020 AIA National Strategic Work Group, he led a committee of members, CACE representatives, and national leadership in the creation of a new plan that integrates the visionary work of the Council with the operational responsibility of the Board and Management. Through his leadership, the AIA has blended thoughts, concerns and visions of diverse member groups into a plan that identifies broad visions that are designed to be incorporated as operational initiatives.

- Bruce guided the plan's development, focusing his efforts on goals and initiatives that addressed concerns of continuous improvement and organizational excellence, which represented the evolving environment within the AIA. He led members in the creation of a new plan that was both visionary and capable of being operationalized, and that focused on achievable outcomes while also incorporating key programs already undertaken by the AIA.
- Bruce worked with Institute staff to involve and engage the AIA Strategic Council in the formation of the new plan. Through a series of coordinated exercises, the planning sessions took advantage of the Council's visionary and outward looking charge, to develop an envisioned future beyond the restraints of more typical plans.

Chairing the PPPS Process Review Task Force

Understanding the need for clear and concise messaging, Bruce, along with a small group of AIA leaders, reviewed in 2017, the application and use of AIA's Public Policies and Position Statements. Realizing a need to reform the process used in the development of AIA policies, Bruce created a task force of the Secretary’s Advisory Committee to address these concerns.

- Bruce worked with the task group to create a process of review that included the evaluation of each policy or position. Identifying key criteria in each statement, the new policies include language that is both concise and consistent throughout. Added to these statements are descriptions that communicate the specific intent of each policy in a manner that helps the AIA better communicate its values and beliefs.
- The ongoing work of the task force continues to improve AIA public policy. By better understanding the needs of members, the public and those advocating on behalf of the profession, the new format better communicates AIA's positions.

Outcome: Bruce’s leadership resulted in a new national strategic plan that drives member experience and value and establishes organizational effectiveness as a common goal at all levels of the AIA. He continues to contribute to these outcomes through his service as Institute Secretary and continues his efforts to establish a higher level of service and organizational efficiency.

Leading Change: the AIA Strategic Council

As a member of the Board, Bruce strongly advocated for the first significant change in AIA’s governance in over 50 years. Through the collaborative efforts of organization leadership and the AIA Board, the Institute was able to realize a significant change in the way AIA is governed. In an effort to maintain a level of representation that would help ensure member voices were heard, Bruce pursued and introduced language that maintained the positions of CACE and Associate Members on the new Board of Directors.

- Strategic Council Steering Committee
  Bruce helped establish the next generation of AIA Governance as an active leader within the new Strategic Council. Serving on the first Council Steering Committee, he helped define the road map for future Council formations. His participation was instrumental in defining expectations and developing a new vision for the committee.
  - Sharing his first year experience, Bruce assisted other Council members in the presentation at the Strategic Council Orientation. The program focused on helping newly elected council members understand their charge and responsibilities within the model.

- Operational Excellence
  As a member of the Strategic Council, Bruce challenged the Member Resource Services Task Force’s thinking in the development of component standards. Bruce consistently voiced concerns and provided constructive criticism to ensure that performance standards met both stated goals while also advancing organizational excellence. Bruce championed the development of criteria that met not only administrative needs, but supported requirements that aligned core member services with the operational needs of the AIA. He directed concerns that aligned core member services with the defined goals of the strategic plan. As Institute Secretary, Bruce has continued his support of changes initiated during his service on the Council, through his participation as a member of the Core Services 2.0 task group.
Leading Strategic Council Planning
As Chair of the Council Planning Committee, Bruce developed long term goals for the Council in association with the new Strategic Plan. Working with other members, Bruce advanced efforts in the development of Council workgroups and defined goals for strategic review.

Outcome: Through the continuous exploration of Institute needs, AIA governance continues to change and provide new opportunities for member participation and improved value. Bruce served member needs by helping build the foundation and shape the future of the Strategic Council.

Leading Engagement: Expanding AIA Member Participation
As the 2010 President of AIA Ohio, Bruce focused state efforts on improving leadership and member engagement. He implemented programming that focused directly on increasing the visibility and impact of advocacy within the state.

Bruce championed advocacy efforts by developing and implementing Advocacy Grants for local components. Through this program, more than $79,500 has been allocated to local Ohio chapters in support of programs that focus on increasing AIA outreach.

Bruce streamlined AIA Ohio’s governance documents and developed policy positions that focus on AIA Ohio’s advocacy agenda. His efforts provided the chapter with governance documents that were consistent with Institute requirements and which also addressed the specific needs of the state component. The more than 20 month review and coordination process resulted in a set of documents, including Bylaws, Rules of the Board and Policies and Procedures, that were both integrated and complementary.

Bruce was instrumental in the development of RY3 (Renew Yourself, Your Firm, Your Profession) program for AIA Ohio, responding to member needs during the 2009 economic recession. Addressing employment issues, resume writing and interviewing techniques, he focused the program on providing networking opportunities for members and former members affected by the recession.

Outcome: Bruce identifies and understands the needs of members and components. Through his visionary work, Bruce is able to identify tasks and execute responses that meet member needs and advance the Institute goals.

Leading Collaboration: Public Outreach
Bruce’s commitment to AIA members extends beyond his direct role as component officer or representative. Utilizing the knowledge gained from a wide range of experiences, Bruce has served as a conduit to better the profession.

Bruce served members as the liaison between AIA Ohio and the Ohio Architects Board. In an unofficial role, he conveyed the needs and interests of member architects to the Architects Board in public meetings and served to present the opinions of AIA Ohio in the development of rules or legislation related to the practice of architecture.

Bruce’s extensive involvement in advocacy at both the state and national levels has permitted him to connect resources of the AIA with local components. In 2015, the Ohio Assembly debated the need to enact barricade rules related to school shootings. Bruce helped coordinate the efforts of AIA Ohio, the State Government Network and the Ohio Board of Building Standards in developing a coordinated response to Ohio legislative directives.

The Ohio Board of Building Standards, in an effort to engage more architects in the plan review process, reached out to AIA Ohio for their opinions on how the process might be improved. Bruce, a former Master Plans Examiner, provided information on the process and the impediments created by the current system. AIA Ohio engaged in efforts to improve architect participation in the review process.

• Bruce challenged the current system of continuing education used by the Ohio Board of Building Standards and encouraged changes to simplify the educational process. Bruce’s work resulted in the Ohio Board of Building Standards accepting AIA HSW approved programs for architect plans examiners.

• Bruce’s vision to improve the review process in Ohio resulted in an invitation by the Executive Director Regina Harshaw of the Board of Building Standards to present his thoughts and concerns to a joint meeting of the Ohio Architects Board, the Board of Building Standards and AIA Ohio.

Leading Charitable Giving: Foundation Leadership
Joining the AIA Ohio Foundation Board of Trustees in 2011, Bruce reengaged members of the board, focusing on expanded roles for the Foundation. Understanding the need to expand awareness, Bruce published the organizations first newsletter, focusing on the successes of scholarships and the impact of member contributions.

As Vice President and President of the Foundation Board, Bruce has reinvigorated Foundation fundraising. Through personal appeals to both members and chapters, he has conveyed the importance of the Foundation’s mission and the ability to fund scholarships, research and awareness programs. Bruce’s efforts have realized a new commitment of giving, with contributions in 2016 more than double that of recent years. These totals represent the second highest level of giving experienced by the Foundation since the inception of the giving program more than 25 years ago.
Bruce Sekanick, FAIA, OAA

Advancing Member Programming: the AIA Ohio Convention

Bruce’s commitment and passion to member participation is evidenced at the AIA Ohio and AIA Ohio Valley Region through his leadership in convention planning. Bruce has chaired the AIA Ohio Convention three (3) times in the past eighteen (18) years and has participated on seven (7) convention planning committees. His ideas and efforts have continued to influence the annual program.

- Bruce ushered in new communication models to simplify the distribution of information. Identifying best options, he led AIA Ohio in the use and implementation of digital apps that eliminated the need for paper brochures and schedules while improving members access to information.
- Advocating for changes within the AIA Ohio Convention program, he promoted the joint hosting of the statewide convention by two (2) local components. This innovative format enabled AIA Ohio the ability to coordinate educational programs and networking on one of the campuses of Ohio’s collegiate architectural programs.

Leading Advocacy: ArchiPAC

Bruce continues to successfully promote the Institute’s political action committee effort through recognition, member engagement, and the development of new avenues of giving. He established a new level of commitment within the ArchiPAC Steering Committee by advancing changes to the Committee Bylaws that expand and diversify member participation. As the first Vice Chair of the committee in 2014, he initiated changes resulting in a higher level of participation that focused greater attention on emerging professionals and large firms.

- Bruce has been a forward thinker as ArchiPAC Chair, steering the committee to diversify member participation, advance emerging professionals, create challenges, and develop policies and programs to grow contributions. His efforts are changing AIA’s reach and has elevated member participation in advocacy.
- As Chair, Bruce engaged the National Associates Committee to identify leaders for service on the ArchiPAC Steering Committee.

Through this effort, emerging professionals are more engaged in the needs of the PAC, and the NAC has initiated efforts to create an emerging professional PAC subcommittee focused on promoting the need for member involvement within the PAC. Through the establishment of this committee, ArchiPAC and the AIA has begun to see a higher level of participation from our emerging leaders. Through his continued effort to broaden leadership, an emerging professional will, in 2017, Chair ArchiPAC’s programs and activities.

- Bruce worked with national staff and members of the Government Advocacy Committee to develop and promote an initiative that allows for voluntary member contributions to be included on on-line membership renewals. This effort, initiated as part of the 2016 membership renewal process, was initiated to significantly increase giving. While limited in scope because of the change from an opt-out to opt-in, the effort placed PAC giving as a higher priority for every member.
- Bruce is currently working with the ArchiPAC committee on instituting both an opt-out and soft money program.

- Recognizing the common needs and concerns, Bruce reached out to leadership of the Large Firm Roundtable to better connect Large Firm participation in the PAC. This effort has allowed each group to act in a more collaborative way, combining resources to achieve success on common areas of concern.
- As Chair, Bruce presented the ArchiPAC goals and mission to attendees of AIA’s 2015 Grassroots program. Bruce educated members on the relevance of AIA’s advocacy program and the importance of ArchiPAC as an advocacy tool.
- ArchiPAC Steering Committee

Spearheading the ArchiPAC effort at state, local and regional levels, Bruce was appointed to the ArchiPAC Steering Committee in 2013 by AIA President Mickey Jacob. Bruce collaborated with national staff and regional directors to redesign challenges to heighten awareness and member engagement.

- Bruce renewed ArchiPAC’s regional challenges to increase member participation. With top giving by region of just over $4,400 in 2010, Bruce energized the region and member challenges to see top region giving exceed $15,000 in 2013.
- He accepted the 2013 ArchiPAC Challenge Gold Cup in 2014 for member participation and contributions raised through his efforts as the Ohio Valley Region ArchiPAC Chair, meeting 123% of the financial contribution and 82% of the donor goal.
Leading Advocacy: Government Engagement

As a member of the Government Advocacy Committee, its predecessor, the Board Advocacy Committee and ArchiPAC, Bruce was able to bring together the goals or focus of each to help create a meaningful plan that advanced the needs of each. Through his leadership, the Government Advocacy Committee focused their energies in 2016 on promoting and helping achieve support for the passage of the voluntary PAC contribution initiative.

- Bruce communicated the needs of AIA members on a variety of issues with Senator Portman, through his outreach at Grassroots. Bruce continued to, discuss AIA needs, including 179d, with the senator at both in-district and Capitol Hill meetings.

- Bruce elevated the AIA advocacy discussion as an experienced panelist at both the 2014 and 2015 Grassroots programs to help members maximize their Capitol Hill visits. He shared his experience in outreach, presenting information to veteran Grassroots attendees.

- Bruce assisted AIA staff in the creation of the inaugural SpeakUp Advocacy program to provide more in-depth training for advocacy leaders. He worked with national staff on the development of the program, review of student and emerging professional scholarships and he critiqued team work and presentations.

Outcome: Bruce has successfully expanded the reach of AIA’s political action committee and has created an environment that is more inclusive and diverse. His efforts continue to expand AIA’s advocacy agenda as AIA seeks to assist and provide resources to state components.

Leading Engagement: Emerging Professionals

Emerging Professional Engagement through Advocacy

Supporting the architectural profession through both practice and the AIA participation, Bruce has continuously sought to strengthen the participation and leadership of emerging professionals. Directly involved in member advancement, he has provided opportunities and support for emerging professionals.

- Bruce identified the need to involve emerging members in key positions as part of AIA’s advocacy team. He reached out to members of the National Associates Committee who eagerly, provided the names of candidates for participation on the ArchiPAC Steering Committee. Thought of as primarily a topic for seasoned members, Bruce understands the need to involve all members within this important AIA initiative.

Leading Advancement: Intern Advancement Program

Leading a small firm in a small chapter presents different challenges than those in larger communities. Bruce initiated an effort within his firm, on behalf of the AIA Eastern Ohio, to promote associate members in the completion of IDP and ARE requirements. His efforts provided necessary material and opportunities for both employees and chapter members to succeed.

- Understanding that size does not define need, Bruce established a program within his firm and chapter that assists graduates in achieving registration. This program is open to all members of the chapter and provides resources to those who have a desire to participate.

- Bruce’s efforts at the firm level are not limited to supporting member needs, but they include an expanded role for emerging professional participation. For nearly a decade, members of his firm have held leadership positions at all levels of the AIA. As part of this emphasis, most members of his firm are active in leadership roles within the local component, and his focus on engagement has resulted in associate service at the state, regional and national tiers of the AIA.

Connecting the Profession to the Academy

As an advocate for emerging professionals, Bruce participated in AIA Ohio’s first state wide student competition, developed to provide monetary awards to participants from Ohio’s four schools of architecture who demonstrated a high level of design innovation.

- Serving as a jurist on behalf of the academy, Bruce assumed the position of committee chair and continued to work with each architectural program to improve and expand the programs reach.

- Understanding the need to elevate the programs standing within the academic community, Bruce led the development of a Design Awards program that not only redefined the goals, but also enhanced the awards and recognition program. These changes resulted in a program that is further reaching and more beneficial to the schools.

  - In establishing the Design Awards Jury, Bruce reached out to those who are recognized for their design, but who are not fully active participants in the AIA community. By establishing a diverse jury that is outwardly focused, the awards program benefitted the students, the jurists and the AIA.

Supporting Emerging Professionals through Legislation

Bruce advocated for ways to support the Institutes emerging professionals. Through his efforts to engage young members within his firm, he has been able to better understand the needs of this important segment of the design community.

- Through his work with the Board Advocacy Committee and the Government Advocacy Committee, Bruce sought to expand the support of efforts to pass the National Design Service Act. Building upon relationships developed at AIA, Bruce sought and successfully gained co-sponsorship of the bill by Congressman Tim Ryan.

Outcome: Bruce embraces the opportunities provided by the AIA through engagement and inclusion. His efforts utilize the reach of AIA advocacy to promote leadership and to elevate participation.

"Bruce- What a pleasure it is to watch you work - gives credibility to the idea that we can do important work shared by others with a glad heart and a pleasant attitude.”

Don Brown, FAIA
AIA National Vice President,
2015 AIA National Presidential Candidate

“Leadership & Service”

4.04 ACHIEVEMENTS

Significant Accomplishments - Leadership & Service
April 6, 2018

AIA Ohio Honor Awards Subcommittee
13 South High Street, Suite 200
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Subject: AIA Ohio Gold Medal Nomination for Bruce Sekanick, FAIA

Dear Distinguished Members of the Awards Subcommittee:

I consider it an honor to write this letter of unqualified endorsement for the candidacy of Bruce Sekanick, FAIA, for AIA Ohio’s highest individual honor, the Gold Medal. I have known Bruce for over twenty years, and I have never seen anyone work so much, or so hard, in support of the profession of architecture. His enthusiastic leadership of the Ohio and National ArchiPAC effort, alone, would suggest that his efforts and perseverance should be rewarded. But he has done so much more, from chairing the AIA National Strategic Plan Task Group, to participation in the AIA National Board of Directors as our Institute Secretary, to leadership of AIA Eastern Ohio, AIA Ohio, and the AIA Ohio Foundation. His daily interaction with these organizations gives him a unique opportunity to influence our profession.

If creative leadership of our professional organization isn’t enough, Bruce is also well-known for mentoring emerging professionals, and for promoting architectural design to the greater community through active participation and service. And, somehow, he finds time to lead a successful architectural practice.

Through it all, Bruce’s enthusiasm, passion and confidence makes it difficult for anyone to say “no.” In my AIA Ohio Gold Medal remarks in 2006, I referenced a book called, “YES Lives in the Land of NO,” a parable about a mythical character seeking the positive in a world full of naysayers (by Gallagher and Ventura). Over and over again, Bruce finds the YES; he puts life and action into the parable and serves our profession passionately at all levels and at all times.

All of this has direct benefit to AIA Ohio members. Please give him every consideration for this important recognition.

Sincerely,

SCHOOLLEY CALDWELL

Robert D. Loversidge, FAIA
AIA Ohio Public Service Award, 2002
AIA Ohio Gold Medal, 2006

* ...If you have what it takes – passion for what you want, willingness to hold on, persistence, courage to face the unknown, and commitment to stay the course – then the land of NO is the perfect place to be. That is where you’ll find your YES. **
March 27, 2018

Dear AIA Ohio Honor Awards Jury:

Bruce Sekanick, FAIA, has earned, and deserves, the recognition of his peers for his contributions and service to the profession of architecture and to the American Institute of Architects.

Few architects have achieved the level of accomplishment that Bruce has consistently shown, as few have demonstrated his level of commitment and dedication to the profession. I have come to know Bruce through his service at the national level of the American Institute of Architects, first in service to our national board of directors and then as Institute Secretary of the national association. In both of these positions, he has exhibited high intelligence, dogged perseverance, and uncommon vision. The result of his efforts has been a strengthened association that, through a period of substantial change, is one that today bears the imprint of his influence and service.

Few architects have served as advocates for architects and architecture with Bruce’s fervor, attentiveness, and skill. Today, the American Institute of Architects is building a culture of advocacy, encouraging others to speak up in the public arena. This is a notion that Bruce has continuously embraced throughout his distinguished career. He works quietly and steadily and has built up this organization through hours of behind the scene conversations, effective networking and simple, determined, hard work.

Consequently, Bruce serves as a role model for this generation of architects. He has both a servant-leader’s empathy for others combined with a strong will and the skills to match. In my estimation, AIA Ohio could not select a more worthy candidate as the recipient of the 2018 AIA Ohio Gold Medal. This honor, this medal, was made for Bruce Sekanick, FAIA.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert A. Ivy, FAIA
EVP/Chief Executive Officer

Letters of Endorsement:
Robert A. Ivy, FAIA, FACHA
John W. Rogers, FAIA, FACHA

John W. Rogers, FAIA, FACHA
2015 AIA Ohio Gold Medal Recipient
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
1634 Larmon Court
Cincinnati, OH 45224
May 15, 2018
AIA Ohio 2018 Honor Awards Committee
RE: Bruce Sekanick, candidate for AIA Ohio Gold Medal

Members of the AIA Ohio Honors Award Jury and the AIA Ohio Board of Directors,

I immediately said “Yes!” when Bruce Sekanick called to ask me to write to you in support of his consideration for the AIA Ohio Gold Medal. I was happy to do one small thing for someone who has done so much to elevate our profession. Whether in the category of Leadership, through his organizational skills and perseverance, (Lord knows he perseveres!), or in service to the profession, I am hard pressed to think of anyone in the last decade who has made the kind of commitment to AIA or made the personal sacrifices on behalf of all of us as Bruce has done.

Bruce has had an impact, not only on the local and state level, but has also sought to serve, and done so admirably, at a national level as well. The list of his contributions is significant, from strategic planning, to ArchPAC, work for the Foundation, for the state, and now as secretary of the national Institute. In addition to running his practice, and no matter how busy he must be, he has never been too busy to respond to calls for help, for advice, or for hard work.

As one example, while Bruce belongs to the Youngstown chapter, he nevertheless made the trip up to Cleveland every other week when he was serving with us on the Design Review committee to help in the planning and preparing for the event. Always with a smile and always offering wisdom and constructive assistance. In all the years I have known him, he has worked to build the community of architects and to improve our standing in the community at large.

I hope you will agree that not only is he supremely qualified, there is no one among us more deserving of the AIA Ohio 2018 Gold Medal Award than Bruce Sekanick.

Respectfully,

Jack Alan Bialosky, Jr., FAIA, LEED AP
Senior Principal Bialosky Cleveland, AIA Ohio Gold Medal Firm
AIA CLE Chapter Advisor, Past President

May 10, 2018

AIA Ohio Honor Awards Committee
17 South High Street, Suite 200
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dear Honor Awards Committee:

I am writing in enthusiastic support for the nomination of Bruce Sekanick, FAIA for the AIA Ohio Gold Medal Award.

I first had the pleasure of meeting Bruce nearly 24 years ago, when we were both serving in our respective AIA components as Presidents-elect. Ever since then, I have witnessed Bruce’s amazing commitment to the AIA, the profession and society. Bruce has held leadership roles at every level of AIA from local, state, regional and national components, resulting in a positive impact on the profession. Whether it is his sharing of knowledge with fellow members, through articles and educational presentations at multiple conventions, or offering his wisdom relating to the governance of the Institute at all levels, including key roles in strategic planning and bylaw updates, or his leadership in raising awareness of the impact architects can have in government with his work with AIA PACs, Bruce’s tireless efforts are unparalleled.

Over the last quarter century, Bruce has found the energy and the motivation to advance the profession. Having served along the way with Bruce from local through national, I can truly say that few people can compare when the amount of time given, talent shared or accomplishments provided, are examined. The impact he has made at the national level is perhaps his greatest achievement to date and I am sure he is not yet finished making his mark.

Aside from his stellar achievements within the AIA and the profession, Bruce also has a robust history of philanthropic involvement. With his volunteer work outside of the profession, he has raised the awareness of the value of architects in society by serving on committees within government, schools, universities, his church and other community organizations.

In summary, Bruce has significantly influenced his profession like no one else I know through leadership and mentorship and I am sure he will continue to be a driving force for many years to come. It is for all of these reasons that I urge you to give every consideration in Honoring Bruce Sekanick, FAIA with AIA Ohio’s highest individual honor, the AIA Gold Medal Award.

Sincerely,

Charles L. Schreckenberger, FAIA
Principal, Braun & Steidl Architects

WWW.BIALOSKY.COM
Challenge: Engaging Members to become the Voice of Advocacy

Role of Nominee: AIA Eastern Ohio, AIA Ohio, AIA National Board of Directors

In 2011, as a first year member of the Board Advocacy Committee, Bruce prepared a white paper that encouraged the exploration of a dues checkoff for ArchiPAC. As 2015 ArchiPAC Chair, his proposal to study, and if feasible, implement this proposal was unanimously approved by the AIA Board of Directors. During his tenure as ArchiPAC Chair, Bruce has developed initiatives to increase participation in, and contributions to, ArchiPAC and has worked diligently to support the AIA Ohio PAC. He continues his effort in this area as the national ArchiPAC Steering Committee explores opportunities to change the Opt-in to an Opt-out effort, and initiate efforts to add a soft money program to AIA’s advocacy toolkit.

As the ArchiPAC chair, he advanced changes to the ArchiPAC Steering Committee through bylaw revisions and led the committee to both expand and diversify membership. Under Bruce’s leadership, these changes have directly increased member participation, particularly of emerging professionals and affiliated membership groups such as the Large Firm Round Table (LFR). Bruce also set into place initiatives that targeted increased contributions through the development of the member direct contribution program, new large firm giving strategies, and targeted contributions. His effort to develop regional challenges and member participation has elevated member awareness and knowledge of the role of the PAC in AIA’s advocacy effort. In 2012, he worked to establish a joint effort between AIA Ohio and the National ArchiPAC. That effort, one of the first of its type, has led to not only more joint programs, but also to a new focus by the ArchiPAC Committee to work with state components to advance and elevate their statewide PAC programs.

Bruce’s advocacy efforts are not however, limited to the PAC. He has served as a member of the Board Advocacy Committee (BAC) from 2011-2015 and on various subcommittees of the BAC, including Public Outreach, Civic Engagement, Advocacy and Connections. He also served as a member of the reformed Government Advocacy Committee in 2016, where the efforts of the committee and AIA staff found the need to establish better communications with state and local components. These efforts led to the development of a pilot program that resulted in the successful outreach from AIA to support and help state components build successful advocacy initiatives.

Bruce has contributed to the advancement of a variety of legislative issues as a member of the AIA Ohio and national leadership. In 2015, Bruce secured the commitment of Representative Tim Ryan (D-Ohio) as a co-sponsor of the National Design Services Act (NDSA), a multi-year effort of the AIA. He has also tirelessly worked to help ensure passage of the Tax Relief Extension Act and the 179d Extender. As Institute Secretary, Bruce has provided his support to those issues that continue to be critical to the successful practice of the architectural profession.

Advocacy efforts have not been limited to Bruce’s work at the national level. He has actively supported advocacy efforts at his local chapter and throughout the state. In 2012, he cochaired the AIA Eastern Ohio Candidates Forum in support of advocacy efforts within the Eastern Ohio chapter. Earlier in 2011, he helped develop the Legislative Day information used by participants in delivering the AIA advocacy message to state legislators. In 2006, Bruce worked with then state senator Marc Dann, a trial lawyer, in gaining support for the Ohio Architects Statute of Repose. This year, he has continued his efforts by assisting others to define strategy, talking points, and testimony in AIA Ohio’s efforts to defeat interior designer licensing in the state.

Outcome:

Through his long service to the AIA and its members, Bruce has dedicated himself to promoting advocacy within the organization. Attending each of AIA Ohio’s Legislative Days, Bruce directly supports the advocacy programming of AIA Ohio.

• Bruce has actively participated in advocacy efforts to support both state and national advocacy initiatives that benefit members.
• Bruce’s contributions have strengthened the AIA advocacy effort by promoting advocacy through his participation in the PAC, in AIA’s SpeakUP program, and through his direct work with legislators.
Challenge: Leading the Profession through Conference Planning

Role of Nominee:  Chair, AIA Ohio Convention Committee, 1998, 2006, 2014,

Completing his service to the AIA Eastern Ohio Board as chapter president, Bruce looked for opportunities to continue to serve the organization in other ways. Beginning his service to AIA Ohio, Bruce identified the AIA Ohio annual convention as an event that had significant potential to serve members. In 1997, he participated on the convention committee in Cleveland and in 1998, he was selected to chair the AIA Ohio Convention Committee for the host chapter.

Response:

Bruce developed a clear understanding of the effort necessary to successfully develop a statewide convention and focused efforts on improving the process. Bruce has participated on seven (7) convention committees and has chaired the AIA Ohio Convention three (3) times.

Bruce served the AIA Ohio Valley Region as a member of the Regional Council and understood the relationship between the region and the states. He chaired committees at the state and regional levels to discuss and explore means of providing members with annual conferences that met educational and networking expectations.

Bruce’s leadership promoted convention changes that have positively affected convention planning.

• Bruce’s leadership helped change the schedule of conventions. Moving from a format that included three (3) state conventions followed by a regional convention, AIA Ohio and the Ohio Valley conventions are now offered on alternating years. This approach provides for a better variety of sponsors and exhibitors while at the same time, provides opportunities for attendance for those members who due to geographic concerns, might not be able to participate.

• Bruce has served more than six (6) years on the Sponsorship and Exhibitor Committee, securing and developing sponsor relationships. This effort has led to improved sponsor and exhibitor material used to market the conference.

• Bruce initiated and researched convention apps for over two (2) years to determine needs and options. In 2016, AIA Ohio utilized it’s first event app that enabled members to participate on all platforms and to receive the most current convention information available. This effort was continued by the Ohio Valley Region at the 2017 OVR Convention in Indianapolis.

• His focus is beyond simple finance and operations. In 2014, he proposed and spearheaded an effort to have co-hosts for the AIA Ohio Convention. This deviation permitted AIA Ohio to, for the first time, offer a convention in association with Kent State University CAED, one of Ohio’s collegiate architectural programs. The conference was planned to initiate a more significant connection between practice and the academy and to permit members the opportunity to interact with future professionals.

Bruce continues to work with leadership and staff in developing quality convention programming and events, and is engaged in ways to promote attendance and advance change.

Outcome:

Bruce’s passion for exploring alternative solutions have significantly improved AIA’s annual convention. His continuous efforts to improve the program have resulted in the ability of AIA Ohio to explore new opportunities and strengthen existing programming.

• Bruce continues to initiate and spearhead innovative thinking that improves member experiences.

• Bruce strengthens the ability of AIA Ohio to continue to offer quality programming through his commitment of time to the planning effort.

• Bruce worked with the 2018 AIA Gold Medalist James Polshek, FAIA to obtain a commitment to participate as the Keynote Speaker at the 2018 AIA Ohio Convention.
Challenge: Leading the Institute by Supporting Members

Role of Nominee: AIA Eastern Ohio Board Member and IDP/AXP Licensing Coordinator

Bruce consistently works to advance the needs of Emerging Professionals. The challenges for emerging professionals to complete the IDP and successfully pass the ARE have been well documented. While programs have been implemented in firms or chapters throughout the country, these efforts have been offered through principally large firms and components, with smaller firms and components unable to respond in a similar manner. In addition to the absence of opportunities, Emerging Professionals have voiced a concern about the high cost of ARE testing. In 2011, Bruce was recognized for his service as the recipient of the AIA Ohio Mentor Award.

Response:

Bruce identified the gap in emerging professional needs with the opportunities being offered. He established a program through his firm that supported ARE candidates in their preparation for the exam.

His efforts included the development of a full depth program that encouraged IDP/AXP completion and ARE testing. Collaborating with emerging professionals in his office, study material was provided to participants and weekly opportunities were created to encourage group study sessions. Financial support has been provided to the group to fund meals as part of the study sessions.

The program, funded through Bruce’s firm, is part of the AIA Eastern Ohio programs for Emerging Professionals. Supported by other local practitioners who offer their time as mentors, Bruce has developed a network to advance local registration candidates.

This initiative has also more significantly engaged Emerging Professionals in Bruce’s employ. One of the past participants in the ARE program currently serves as past-president of AIA Eastern Ohio and another is currently serving in the role of chapter Treasurer. With the change in ARE, Bruce has continued his commitment to advance licensing by upgrading all study material to the ARE 5.0 format.

For employees, Bruce has provided additional incentives for the pursuit of licensure, such as paid time off for testing and test preparation, paid testing, and a defined bonus of $5,000 and salary increase of $10,000 for the successful completion of the ARE.

Bruce’s commitment to emerging professionals extends beyond support for licensure. In 2015, as chair of the national ArchiPAC Steering Committee, he created a permanent position for emerging professionals. This initiative has also more significantly engaged Emerging Professionals in Bruce’s employ. One of the past participants in the ARE program currently serves as past-president of AIA Eastern Ohio and another is currently serving in the role of chapter Treasurer. With the change in ARE, Bruce has continued his commitment to advance licensing by upgrading all study material to the ARE 5.0 format.

Outcome:

Bruce’s efforts in supporting members and advancing emerging professionals is an extension of his long term commitment to the profession. From his early efforts to create and act as an advisor for an Architecture Explorer program, through the creation of a scholarship at Kent State for students in the CAED, to the support of fundraisers and events, Bruce has consistently supported students and young architects.

• The program Bruce developed resulted in his firm being recognized as a recipient of a 2014-2017 IDP Firm Award.
• All of the original members of the program have successfully completed their IDP/AXP requirements.
• More than 80% of the original participants have passed the ARE, and the remainder are currently in the final phases of testing.

Bruce works with each individual, developing opportunities that are catered to their interests and career goals, making it an ideal situation in which to receive licensure. As a firm principal, he has worked to not only provide these opportunities to his employees, but he has extended the same invitation to associates from other firms within the Chapter. Bruce has made registration, as well as community and professional involvement a high priority for every aspiring associate in his firm.

Outcome:

Bruce’s efforts in supporting members and advancing emerging professionals is an extension of his long term commitment to the profession. From his early efforts to create and act as an advisor for an Architecture Explorer program, through the creation of a scholarship at Kent State for students in the CAED, to the support of fundraisers and events, Bruce has consistently supported students and young architects.

• The program Bruce developed resulted in his firm being recognized as a recipient of a 2014-2017 IDP Firm Award.
• All of the original members of the program have successfully completed their IDP/AXP requirements.
• More than 80% of the original participants have passed the ARE, and the remainder are currently in the final phases of testing.

Bruce works with each individual, developing opportunities that are catered to their interests and career goals, making it an ideal situation in which to receive licensure. As a firm principal, he has worked to not only provide these opportunities to his employees, but he has extended the same invitation to associates from other firms within the Chapter. Bruce has made registration, as well as community and professional involvement a high priority for every aspiring associate in his firm.
EXHIBIT 5.04

Leading the Institute by Leading Components

Challenge: Leading the Institute by Leading Components

Role of Nominee: President AIA Eastern Ohio, 1995; President, AIA Ohio, 2010; President, AIA Ohio Foundation, 2016 - Present

Response: AIA Eastern Ohio
It is through AIA Eastern Ohio that Bruce was first given the opportunity to be a leader within the profession. As a member of the AIA Eastern Ohio Board of Directors for 26 of the last 27 years, first joining the AIA in 1985, Bruce became a member of the AIA Eastern Ohio Board of Directors in 1991. Bruce currently has three (3) members of his firm on the AIA Eastern Ohio Board of Directors, while three (3) of the last five (5) chapter Associate Directors have originated from Phillips|Sekanick Architects, inc. His efforts have had a lasting, long term effect on architecture in Northeast Ohio. In 2015, two (2) former employees served as president of their local Ohio component.

Response: AIA Ohio
Bruce spearheaded efforts to better support components through programming and communications. Focusing on the common needs of each component, Bruce expanded opportunities for local chapters to succeed.

Through a collaborative effort with the sitting president, Bruce initiated a program that established a protocol for the president and president-elect to visit each chapter throughout the state. This initiative was instrumental in the creation of better ties between AIA Ohio and local components. Organizational changes and programs established during Bruce’s term include:

• Created advocacy grants that allowed components to provide unique programming for members with the assistance of AIA Ohio. These grants provided funding to local components that enabled them to expand their program offering while at the same time develop their own advocacy initiatives.

• Established component visits of state president and president elect to connect state leadership with the local needs. These visits were critical in the ongoing efforts of AIA Ohio to develop strategic initiatives to better engage members at the local level.

• Bruce developed improved communications with chapters through the development of an updated web presence and the introduction of statewide social media. He re-designed the AIA Ohio website and created a presence on Facebook and Twitter.

• Bruce initiated a board member orientation program, developed to inform new members of the board rules, organizational structure and service opportunities. This orientation also focused on the responsibility of elected members of the board and their responsibility to be the line of communication between AIA Ohio and their membership.

• As President-elect, Bruce realized the obligation of AIA Ohio to address member needs during the recession. He developed a program, RY3, that focused on expanding networking events, assisted in resume development and improved interviewing skills to help those affected by the recession, to again become participating members of the profession.

Response: AIA Ohio Foundation
As a member of the AIA Ohio Foundation Board, Bruce actively seeks ways to expand awareness of the organization. As AIA Ohio Foundation president, Bruce is exploring ways to lead the organization into the future by collaborating with other AIA affiliated foundations. He has initiated an effort to explore strategic goals, to examine the board composition, and to develop alternative ways of funding the organization. Through this effort, he continues to seek ways to connect AIA Ohio and the Foundation with the academy while at the same time, raising the overall public awareness of the profession.

Outcome:
Bruce has maintained an ongoing, high level of engagement at all levels of the Institute. Bruce’s leadership as president and president-elect helped individual chapters to address common goals within the state. His efforts created an energy that benefitted members in all components.

• Grants programming increased for components, with opportunity grants, research grants and ARE testing grants being added to assist members and components in Ohio.

Bruce had a significant impact on AIA Ohio and continues to serve the state and region in numerous rolls and positions. His service, as AIA Ohio Foundation President and his ongoing service to the Board of Directors are all extensions of his dedicated leadership and commitment to the AIA.

“Bruce, you are the consummate association leader! I am so very impressed. You understand the importance of good governance and management, and you continue to invest... to make architecture the best.”

Robert C. Harris, CAE
President, The Non-Profit Center

Outcome:
Bruce has maintained an ongoing, high level of engagement at all levels of the Institute. Bruce’s leadership as president and president-elect helped individual chapters to address common goals within the state. His efforts created an energy that benefitted members in all components.

• Grants programming increased for components, with opportunity grants, research grants and ARE testing grants being added to assist members and components in Ohio.

Bruce had a significant impact on AIA Ohio and continues to serve the state and region in numerous rolls and positions. His service, as AIA Ohio Foundation President and his ongoing service to the Board of Directors are all extensions of his dedicated leadership and commitment to the AIA.

Outcome:
Bruce has maintained an ongoing, high level of engagement at all levels of the Institute. Bruce’s leadership as president and president-elect helped individual chapters to address common goals within the state. His efforts created an energy that benefitted members in all components.

• Grants programming increased for components, with opportunity grants, research grants and ARE testing grants being added to assist members and components in Ohio.

Bruce had a significant impact on AIA Ohio and continues to serve the state and region in numerous rolls and positions. His service, as AIA Ohio Foundation President and his ongoing service to the Board of Directors are all extensions of his dedicated leadership and commitment to the AIA.
The plan acknowledged existing programs of the AIA and their long term effect on the strategic goals and initiatives, was also in the initial stages of implementing a new governance model. This plan needed to address typical strategic concerns while also addressing the implications of the recent reconfiguration.

**Response:**

Bruce quickly understood the necessity to combine the vision of the many active participants into a single, focused effort. He worked closely with the Strategic Council Steering Committee, the Council Moderator and senior national leadership in focusing on the process of plan development.

- The Strategic Council was engaged in the entire planning process. This important element of the process provided guidance to the committee and a focus for the new Council.
- Bruce established an atmosphere within the work group to permit members to voice their concerns and question the committee’s assumptions.
- In an effort to both engage individual members of the committee to provide a document that could be used by the Board, Council and Management, Bruce created groups that worked independently on the various sections of the document under the guidance of senior staff.

Through the many changes that were taking place within the AIA during the period that the plan was developed, Bruce’s principle concern was that the document created by the committee was one which was usable and capable of being operationalized.

His work in strategic planning continued with the development of a new strategic plan in 2017 for the AIA Ohio Foundation. The plan was developed to differentiate the vision and mission of the foundation from AIA Ohio. Through his leadership, this plan is now in the implementation stage. In 2018, Bruce assisted AIA Ohio in the analysis of member data and in the creation of key issues or strategic objectives. Through the identification of the objectives, AIA Ohio is currently focusing energies and resources to better meet member and component needs.

**Outcome:**

Bruce coordinated the planning effort to develop a comprehensive plan that focused on the AIA’s envisioned future. The new strategic plan has set the course of the AIA for a new generation, while his work continues to influence the efforts of AIA Ohio and the AIA Ohio Foundation.

Through the leadership efforts that Bruce provided, the strategic plan was developed for an organization undergoing significant change. His understanding of the needs of members and the organization during this transition, resulted in a plan that will serve as AIA’s new foundation.

The plan was designed to focus on the opportunities presented by the changing environment within the AIA.

- The plan acknowledged existing programs of the AIA and their long term effect on the strategic goals and initiatives.
- The plan focused on continuing AIA’s repositioning, providing time for the multi-year effort to realize its potential.
- The resulting plan provided an Institute wide focus on continuous improvement and the goals that can be shared and adapted at all levels of the organization.
Challenge: Elevating Governance through Bylaws, Rules & Policies

Role of Nominee: 2007-2008 AIA Ohio Secretary, 2009 AIA Ohio President-elect, 2010 AIA Ohio President, 2015-2016 AIA ArchiPAC Chair, 2016 - 2018 AIA Ohio Foundation President, 2017-2018 Institute Secretary

AIA Ohio experiences change each year as leadership transitions to new roles. In a similar way, the governing documents change as new boards, committees, or task forces seek to explore different opportunities. Bruce recognized, as incoming secretary, the need to review all of the organization’s documents and to better coordinate their content and use. In a similar way, he understands the need to have and maintain current policies and procedures to allow organizations to thrive and grow.

Response:

Bruce worked closely with the AIA Ohio Executive Director to update the various documents used by AIA Ohio, while creating others to simplify administration. Bruce researched the structure of the AIA National Model Bylaws to provide greater clarity, flexibility and diversity as part of each organization. His work with ArchiPAC resulted in a new board that embraced participation by a larger group of members. As Institute Secretary, Bruce worked with Institute staff to review and release in 2017, an updated version of the model component bylaws, which was last revised more than 13 years earlier.

In a similar manner, Bruce worked to update the Bylaws of both the AIA Ohio Foundation and the AIA ArchiPAC Steering Committee to provide greater clarity, flexibility and diversity as part of each organization. His work with ArchiPAC resulted in a new board that embraced participation by a larger group of members. As Institute Secretary, Bruce worked with Institute staff to review and release in 2017, an updated version of the model component bylaws, which was last revised more than 13 years earlier.

Significant changes in the way AIA communicates with members were initiated in 2017 as part of the board’s effort to improve both the quality and speed of member messaging. Bruce assisted in the development of AIA’s initial “Where We Stand” communications that established AIA policy through a series of released documents that focused on unchanging institute values. These statements continue to be developed through staff, CACE and the board to permit the AIA to more clearly communicate with members.

In 2017, Bruce worked with President-elect Carl Elefante and AIA staff to begin a review of AIA Public Policy and Position Statements. Developed through a process that includes stakeholders, staff and board, these policies provide invaluable tools for component advocacy programs. Leading a team combined from the Secretary’s Advisory Committee, Bruce is currently working on a revised process for the development, and presentation, of AIA policies. This new system will integrate a defined statement of policy that is consistent in format, definition and context, with a new tool written to explain and provide an interpretation of the policy and position statements. This, combined with a process of continuous maintenance, will provide AIA with a strong policy format as the organization seeks to become more responsive to component and member needs.

Outcome:

Bruce spearheaded a nearly 20 month effort of AIA Ohio to improve operations and efficiencies. His initiative to explore, study and develop the organizations governing documents has significantly helped AIA Ohio concentrate administrative efforts in other areas, focusing on member value and programs.

- Bruce worked extensively with AIA Ohio and national staff to develop documents that provided flexibility while retaining the integrity of the AIA Model Bylaws.
- As part of his extensive re-working of the documents, Bruce created AIA Ohio Policy and Position documents that relate to the daily operations of the organization. Additionally, he documented the standards developed over time and established an AIA Ohio Procedures document that addresses the administration of AIA Ohio programming.

Bruce has continued the work started at AIA Ohio and has worked to develop better governance tools at the AIA Ohio Foundation, ArchiPAC, and within the Institute. His work on the policy and position statements of the Institute will have a long, lasting impact on the organization.
EXHIBIT 5.07
Engaging Members through Political Action

Bruce Sekanick, FAIA, OAA

Role of Nominee: ArchiPAC Steering Committee Member
2015-2016 National Chair, ArchiPAC, AIA Ohio PAC 2012-2016

Appointed to the Board Advocacy Committee in 2010 and to the PAC Steering Committee by President Mickey Jacob, FAIA in 2013, Bruce has actively engaged members to become part of the voice of AIA advocacy. Understanding the need to expand member participation beyond two (2) percent, Bruce has sought ways to expand opportunities and inform membership.

Response:
Bruce approaches advocacy and PAC fund-raising as an element of all tiers of the AIA. Through efforts to involve and engage members, Bruce has actively elevated the programming to strengthen the relationship of the AIA to grassroots efforts.

• Bruce champions the efforts of regions, reinvigorating initiatives to more significantly include these important tiers in ArchiPAC fund-raising. In 2012, Bruce elevated these efforts by creating one-on-one regional challenges.

• Acknowledging the anonymity under which the PAC operates, Bruce strengthened the visibility of ArchiPAC through informational sessions at AIA Grassroots and efforts to maintain a higher profile at all AIA events.

• Bruce expanded the reach of the Steering Committee by initiating changes to the committee’s bylaws and engaging a wider and more diverse group of participants. Adding a specific position for a representative from the Large Firm Round Table as well as the National Associates Committee, Bruce increased the reach of the committee.

• Understanding the need to elevate giving, Bruce responded to the needs of Emerging Professionals in the development of new tiers created that addressed their ability to contribute to the PAC. Bruce also promoted the development of targeted giving by members who are able to contribute at a higher level.

• Bruce will continue to be part of ArchiPAC, focused on serving as a champion of the Emerging Professionals fund-raising committee that was developed as a result of his efforts.

Bruce has been actively engaged with the political action committee fund-raising for more than twelve (12) years, with a focus on educating members as well as soliciting their contributions. Through his initial efforts to raise funds from Eastern Ohio, Ohio’s smallest component, to addressing the fund-raising needs of Ohio’s seven (7) local chapters, Bruce has continuously strived to elevate PAC as a tool for successful advocacy programming.

Outcome:
Bruce’s initiatives and passion have generated significant changes to the PAC. The challenges he championed for the regions have transformed into the Race for ArchiCUP, providing a greater opportunity for member participation. His efforts continue to strengthen the AIA as the voice of the profession.

Bruce spearheaded the effort to advance the approval and implementation of the ArchiPAC voluntary contribution initiative. Through this effort, ArchiPAC is positioned to engage a significantly higher percentage of members in both awareness and fund-raising. His current efforts include transitioning the Opt-in to an Opt-out program.

Strengthening ArchiPAC and the Ohio PAC, Bruce champions the need for the AIA to support PAC fund-raising on all levels. He has strongly supported efforts to assist state PACs in their fund-raising efforts and is spearheading along with NAC leadership, an expanded effort of engaging emerging professionals.
Challenge: Service through AIA Board and Strategic Council Leadership

Role of Nominee: 2013-2014 Member, AIA National Board of Directors  
2015 Member, AIA National Strategic Council  
2017-2018 Institute Secretary

Bruce served the AIA as a 2013-2014 member of the AIA National Board of Directors and as an inaugural member of the 2015 AIA National Strategic Council. As a board member, he was part of the group of board classes challenged to change and redefine AIA’s governance. Bruce participated in an open but contested dialogue focused on significantly altering the governance structure of the AIA. Through this dialogue, the AIA has adopted a new structure that better supports members and the organization’s vision and mission statements.

Response:
Bruce embraced the need for change. He began his service to the national board as a member of the Board Advocacy Committee and understood the complexity of the board composition. His knowledge and understanding of leadership roles within the organization and the roles of Regional Directors allowed him to work closely with others to establish a balanced approach to the governance of the organization.

• Bruce embraced and supported changes to the governance structure to permit the AIA Board to become more nimble in service to members.
• He supported and continues to support the development of a transformational Strategic Council that will provide the AIA with new opportunities.
• As a member of the Strategic Council Steering Committee, Bruce promoted the efforts of the Council Moderator to establish the Council as a strong visionary body within the AIA.

Bruce identified the need for the AIA to continue to transform itself into a forward looking organization that leads the profession. His experience, understanding of process, and sincere and passionate dedication to the AIA and it’s members encouraged him to seek, and be elected to, the office of AIA National Secretary.

As Institute Secretary, Bruce has worked closely with volunteer leadership and with members of the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) in the review and evaluation of all processes within the organization. With a focus on developing new models to reflect the changes to the board, Bruce, along with the Secretary’s Advisory Committee and other volunteer members, have released new model component bylaws, updated the waiver process, and revised previous interpretations of the Institute campaign rules. In 2017, Bruce was able to work with a diverse group of members in advancing Institute initiatives. This includes the formation and chartering of AIA Canada and the development of the Board Visibility and Communications Committee, which is developing policy to help members become knowledgeable of board actions.

Bruce has been part of the task group that has re-formatted the reporting of the AIA Annual Operating Plan and Budget. The work of this group has resulted in a document that provides clarity and demonstrates alignment with the AIA Strategic Plan. In a similar way, Bruce is currently leading a group of members in the rewriting of the AIA Policy and Position Statements. When complete, the intent of the policies will be clear and more importantly, usable by members and components.

Outcome:
Working closely with a wide reaching and diverse group of board members, Bruce contributed to, encouraged and actively participated in one of the AIA’s most significant changes in it’s history.

Bruce’s participation and dedication to this process is and will remain far reaching as AIA continues to reposition itself as a stronger, passionate voice of the profession. His contributions have a direct impact on the day to day operation of the organization.
EXHIBIT 5.09
30 Years of Leadership through Practice, Design and Public Service

Challenge: 30 Years of Leadership through Practice, Design and Public Service

Role of Nominee: 1984-Present, Phillips|Sekanick Architects, inc., 2017-Present, Axiom Architects, LLC.

Community Service
Bruce’s community involvement is varied and far reaching. He touches the lives of many people through his involvement in local government, community service, sports, and scholarships.

Bruce served as a board member and president of both the Solace Center and the Family Services Association, helping provide a safe outlet for families to meet and solve conflict in healthy and effective ways. During his presidency, the Family Service Association embarked on a capital campaign, raising money to support a move to a larger facility customized to meet client needs. As Solace Center president for eight (8) years, Bruce worked with local social agencies, Children Services and Family Court in supporting the center’s staff in their mission of providing safe visitation and exchange opportunities.

For more than 30 years, Bruce has actively worked with a wide variety of community organizations, providing either leadership, financial support, or both. Additionally, he has supported students through a named scholarship at a local school district, while also supporting a named scholarship with the CAED at Kent State University. Bruce has maintained his support for the Kent State University College of Architecture and Environmental Design as a member of the golf outing committee for the past 15 years, both in planning and sponsorship support. The value of architects has been elevated through his service as a member of the Arts and Architecture Committee of the Liturgical Commission of the Catholic Diocese of Youngstown since 2002.

Practice and Design
While service to the profession, the Institute and community have been key elements of Bruce’s career, his practice is defined by a commitment to quality design and exceptional service. Through his work, Bruce consistently strives to elevate the standard of design in all areas of practice. As a registered architect in 22 jurisdictions and Ontario, Canada, Bruce’s work has positively influenced a wide number of communities on a national scale. Through innovative business practices initiated in 2017, he and his firm look forward to continued leadership in the profession.

Community Leadership and Service
- St. Stephen - Niles Catholic Schools, Advisory Board of Directors, 2012 – 2014
- City of Warren, Board of Residential Appeals, Member, 2007 – Present
- Catholic Diocese of Youngstown Liturgical Commission – Arts & Architectural Committee, Co-Chair, 2002-Present
- Building and Grounds Committee Member, 2009 – 2012
- Cathedral Renovation/Restoration Committee, 2008, 2011
- Kent State University, CAED Annual Golf Outing Committee, 2003 – Present
- Kent State University Foundation, Phillips|Sekanick Memorial Scholarship
- Howland High School, Swim Booster Club, Vice President, 2008 – 2010
- Howland Community Scholarships, Named Scholarship, 2009-Present
- Trumbull County Flood Plain Management Board, Member, 2004 – 2008
- Solace Center Visitation Center, Board of Directors, President, 2003 – 2011, Secretary, 1999 – 2003, Member, 1997 – 2011
- Region XII, Ohio School-to-Work, Executive Committee, 1999 – 2000
- Warren City Schools, Strategic Planning Committee, Building and Grounds Chair, 1998 – 1999
- Family Service Association President, 1996, Secretary, 1995, Board Member 1989 – 1997
- OHSAA/USA Swimming, Electronic Timing and Scoring Operations
- YMCA Tidal Waves Swim Team Booster Club, Board Member

Bruce has maintained a strong history of public and community service that widely demonstrates the value of architects and architecture in our communities.
Bruce Sekanick, FAIA, OAA

Timeline of Significant Service

AIAS Kent State University
- AIAS Secretary, 1981

AIA Eastern Ohio - Board of Directors, 1990-2009, 2011-2018
AIA Eastern Ohio - President, 1995
AIA Eastern Ohio - Secretary, 1992-1993
- Eastern Ohio Member
- Eastern Ohio Website Committee, 2012-2018
- Eastern Ohio PAC Chair, 2006-2016
- Eastern Ohio Candidates Forum, Co-chair, 2012
- Eastern Ohio Associates Advancement Committee, IDP/AXP Licensing Advisor, 2012-2016
AIA Ohio - Board of Directors, 2004-2018, Director and Alternate Director
AIA Ohio - President, 2010
AIA Ohio - Secretary, 2007-2008
- AIA Ohio Bylaws and Rules Task Group, 2008-2011
- AIA Ohio Liaison to the Ohio Architects Board, 2011
- Convention Task Force, 2010
- AIA Ohio Political Action Committee Chair, 2012-2016
- AIA Ohio IDP/AXP Licensing Advisor, 2016-2017
- AIA Ohio Strategic Planning work group, 2018
- AIA Ohio Website Committee Chair, 2009
AIA Ohio Foundation - Board of Trustees, 2011-2016
AIA Ohio Foundation - Secretary, 2012-2015
- AIA Ohio Foundation Partnering Initiative
- AIA Ohio Strategic Plan

AIA Ohio Valley Region - Strategic Council Representative, 2015
AIA Ohio Valley Region - Regional Director, 2013-2014
AIA Ohio Valley Region - Regional Secretary, 2008-2009
- AIA OVR Bylaws Committee, 2018
- AIA OVR Political Action Committee, 2012-2016
- AIA OVR Convention Task Force Chair, 2010-2011, 2015-2016
- AIA OVR Council Member, 2006-2011

AIA National - Institute Secretary, 2017-2018
AIA National - Strategic Council, 2015
AIA National - Board of Directors, 2013-2014
- AIA Public Policy and Position Statement Review Committee, Chair, 2018
- AIA Resolutions Committee, 2017-2018
- AIA Executive Compensation Committee, 2018-2019
- AIA Core Member Services Committee 2.0, 2017-2018
- AIA Secretary’s Advisory Committee, 2017-2018
- AIA Board Visibility and Communication Committee, 2017
- AIA Policy Process Review Task Force, 2017
- AIA Board Advocacy Committee, 2011-2015
- AIA Government Advocacy Committee, 2016
- AIA ArchiPAC Fundraising Committee, 2012-2016
- AIA ArchiPAC Steering Committee, 2013-2016
- AIA ArchiPAC, Chair, 2015-2016
- AIA Strategic Plan Work Group, Chair, 2014-2015
- AIA Strategic Council, Planning Committee, 2015
- AIA Strategic Council, Steering Committee, 2015

AIA Ohio Committee of Chapters
Bruce’s outreach extends beyond formal committee structures and instead focuses on successful outcomes. Bruce spearheaded efforts to develop a network of chapters dedicated to sharing information and resources.

- Bruce created the Small Components Roundtable for Ohio that focused on communicating the requirements of AIA’s Core Member Services. Through this Committee, components were provided with the opportunity to contribute information and resources that would benefit others within the state. Due in part to this program, all seven (7) of Ohio’s components received the full three (3) year accreditation. 2015
- Bruce guided the development of Ohio’s Chapter Advocacy Work Group that examines advocacy issues and needs of Ohio’s local components. A resource to chapters, members shared needs and concerns and provide feedback to AIA Ohio on advocacy and legislative issues. 2016

Honors and Awards
Bruce Sekanick has been recognized for his support and service to the profession and the AIA. His leadership has influenced members and the organization at all levels.

AIA Leadership Awards
2015 AIA Richard Upjohn Fellowship, AIA Strategic Council [Now the Bethune Fellowship]
2014 AIA Richard Upjohn Fellowship, AIA National Board of Directors 2013-2014
2012 AIA Ohio Foundation Charles Marr Citation
2012 AIA Ohio Presidents Service Medal
2011 AIA Ohio Mentor Award
2011 AIA Ohio Presidential Citation for Meritorious Service
Bruce Sekanick, FAIA, OAA

“AIA Ohio presents in recognition and grateful appreciation for meritorious service to the profession of Architecture in the State of Ohio this Presidential Citation. For his tireless efforts, passion and extensive years of service to the AIA Ohio Board of Directors. His singular contributions and extensive accomplishments to our organization elevate the integrity and value of the Institute”.

2010 AIA Eastern Ohio Gold Medal

Other Honors and Recognitions
AIA/NCARB Intern Development Council
- On behalf of his firm, Bruce accepted the 2014-2017 IDP Firm Award that is presented by a joint committee of the AIA and the NCARB recognizing firms that embrace the IDP/Architectural Experience Program and demonstrates a commitment to advancing members learning and experience opportunities.

Programs and National Events
- Attending Grassroots in 1994, 1995 and from 2009 through 2018, Bruce represented the needs of AIA members at all tiers of the organization. As a component and state leader, Bruce met with state representatives and advocated for the key issues of AIA advocacy agenda.
2016 Inaugural AIA SpeakUP Conference, Washington, DC
- Bruce assisted with the program development and participated as a member of the Government Advocacy Committee and ArchiPAC committee. Bruce advanced program needs as a member of the scholarship committee and as an active facilitator.

2015 AIA Leadership Institute, Cleveland, OH

Articles and Presentations
Presentations and Speaking Engagements
- 2015 AIA Dayton, “Building Codes and Advocacy”, Moderator
- 2015 AIA Ohio Valley Region, “Strategic Pro-Bono: When is Pro-Bono the Right Decision”, 2015 AIA OVR Convention
- 2011 AIA Ohio Valley Region, “President’s Perspective”, 2010 AIA Ohio Emerging Professionals Retreat

Newsletter Articles
AIA Ohio Quarterly Newsletter
- Bruce has consistently participated in efforts to inform membership. Through roles within AIA Ohio, he has contributed more than 30 articles for publication in the AIA Ohio newsletter over the past 5 years.

Design Award/ Award Jurist
- 2017 AIA Mid Missouri Design Awards, Jury Chair
- 2014 AIA Component Excellence Award, Jurist
- 2013 AIA Akron Jury Chair, Akron, OH
- 2012 PCI National Design Awards, Chicago, IL
- 2011 AIA Akron Design Awards, Akron, OH
- 2001 AIA Central Pennsylvania Jury Chair, York, PA

Webinars
- 2015 AIA National, All Member Strategic Plan Webinar
- 2015 CACE Strategic Plan National Webinar

Social Media/Web
- 2011 AIA Eastern Ohio website
- Bruce’s efforts to improve communications extended beyond AIA Ohio. Through his understanding of the needs of local components, Bruce proposed and negotiated pricing for Ohio chapters to utilize the base format of the AIA Ohio website at a fraction of the cost of designing a completely new site.

2010 AIA Ohio website

2010 AIA Ohio social media
- Bruce identified the need for AIA Ohio to become more aware of the growing trends in member communications. He quickly identified the growing platforms used in association communications and established the AIA Ohio Twitter, Facebook and BBM social media sites.

Advancement of Others
Kate Brunswick, CAE, Hon. AIA, Nomination, Honorary Member, AIA
Korey White, AIA, Letter of Support, 40 under 40, Building Design & Const.
Korey White, AIA, Nomination, Young Architects Award

Jud Kline, FAIA
AIA Ohio President, 2012

“Bruce is a thoughtful and hard-working leader. His efforts are focused on identifying and achieving successful outcomes. He represents high professional and ethical standards in all he does.”

Representative Tim Ryan (D-Ohio) with John Orsini, AIA

Jud Kline, FAIA
AIA Ohio President, 2012
In the middle of late last night I was sittin' on a curb, I didn't know what about but I was feeling quite disturbed. A street sweeper came whistlin' by, He was bouncin' every step, It seemed strange how good he felt, So I asked him while he swept, He said 'It's my job to be cleaning up this mess, And that's enough reason to go for me, It's my job to be better than the rest, And that makes the day for me,' - It's my job to be different than the rest, and that's enough reason to go for me, It's my job to be different than the best, and that's a tough break for me. - Jimmy Buffet. Lyman C. Jr. Mcanally, © Universal Music Publishing Group